2021-2022 CMS GRADUATE STUDENT ENDOwed FELLOwSHIp RECIPIENTS

William and Elsie Knight Endowed Fellowship Fund for Marine Science ($26K + $2K for expenses): **Alexander W. Timpe**

St. Petersburg Downtown Partnership Fellowship in Coastal Science ($15K): **Kiersten Wallace Monahan**

Garrels Memorial Fellowship in Marine Science ($15K) **Kalla Fleger**

Young Fellowship Program Fund ($13K): **Sean Beckwith**

Paul Getting Endowed Memorial Fellowship in Marine Science ($13K): **Kylee Rullo**

Jack and Katharine Ann Lake Fellowship in Marine Science ($13K): **Rebecca Scott**

Gulf Oceanographic Charitable Trust Fellowships Endowment ($12K): **Alyssa Marie Andres**

Gulf Oceanographic Charitable Trust Fellowships Endowment ($12K): **Jonathan Peake**

Carl Riggs Fellowship in Marine Science ($10K): **Christina J. Welsh**

Wells Fargo Fellowship in Marine Science ($10K): **Nicola Guisewhite**

Southern Kingfish Association's Fellowship ($10K): **Claire Onak**

William T. Hogarth Fellowship in Marine Mammals ($10K): **Brianna Michaud**

Linton Tibbetts Endowed Graduate Student Fellowship ($10K): **Martina Plafcan**

Thomas E. Pyle Memorial Fellowship in Marine Science ($10K): **Mark Mussett**

Sanibel-Captiva Shell Club / Mary & Al Bridell Memorial Fellowship ($10K): **Luis Lizcano-Sandoval**

Tampa Bay Parrot Head Fellowship in Marine Science ($10K): **Michael J. Schram**

George Lorton Fellowship in Marine Science ($10K): **Macarena Martín Mayor**

Norman Blake Endowed Memorial Fellowship in Marine Science ($10K): **Natalia B. Lopez Figueroa**

Kent A. Fanning Endowed Fellowship in Marine Science ($10K): **Zach Bunnell**

(Note – The spelling of names above come directly from the submitted applications and will be used on commemorative plaques unless a request is made to Renate Jurden <rjurden@usf.edu> by the awardee. Version 1; March 29, 2021).